PARTNERSHIPS WITH PARENTS
Welcome back to an exciting new year. Our Partnerships with Parents sessions aim to continue to give parents the opportunity to take part in a wide variety of programs that support various aspects of children’s development.

A timetable for the term is currently being organised with some fantastic events and sessions in the pipeline. You can access information, notes and support via the Campbell website (www.campbellprimaryschool.wa.edu.au) which will be updated after each new session. Just look for the Information tab then click the Parents and Citizens tab to get to the Partnerships with Parents information.

Our first session is scheduled for next Wednesday and is looking at reading at home. Year 1 parents will find this particularly relevant however; the session is open to all parents and community members who are interested.

Later in the term we are finalizing a session on the development of speech and language as well as a healthy lunchbox workshop.

Each session will be advertised both on the Campbell Webpage, through the newsletter and by invitation. Those attending can meet at the staffroom where most sessions are conducted.

If you have any suggestions or queries regarding the Partnerships with Parents program please email Sandra.fraser1@education.wa.edu.au or phone the school office.
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